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ABSTRACT
We present optimal survey strategies for the upcoming NIX imager, part of the ERIS instrument to be installed on the Very Large
Telescope (VLT). We will use a custom 2.2µm K-peak filter to optimise the efficiency of a future large-scale direct imaging
survey, aiming to detect brown dwarfs and giant planets around nearby stars. We use the results of previous large scale imaging
surveys (primarily SPHERE SHINE and Gemini GPIES) to inform our choice of targets, as well as improved planet population
distributions. We present four possible approaches to optimise survey target lists for the highest yield of detections: i) targeting
objects with anomalous proper motion trends, ii) a follow-up survey of dense fields from SPHERE SHINE and Gemini GPIES
iii) surveying nearby star-forming regions and iv) targeting newly discovered members of nearby young moving groups. We
also compare the predicted performance of NIX to other state-of-the-art direct imaging instruments.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Tens of giant planet and brown dwarf companions have been dis-
covered and extensively characterised by direct imaging in recent
decades (e.g Chauvin et al. 2004; Marois et al. 2008; Lagrange et al.
2010), using instruments and techniques designed to measure the
light coming directly from companions. Direct imaging is comple-
mentary to other highly successful methods, for example generally
targeting wider star-planet separations than techniques such as ra-
dial velocity or photometric transit. The newest generation of large
direct imaging surveys, such as the SPHERE Infrared Survey for
Exoplanets (SHINE; Desidera et al. 2021; Langlois et al. 2021; Vi-
gan et al. 2021) and the Gemini Planet Imager Exoplanet Survey
(GPIES; Macintosh et al. 2015; Nielsen et al. 2019), are nearing the
end of observations, and are beginning to shed light on the details
of planet populations through their early statistical results (Nielsen
et al. 2019; Vigan et al. 2021). Large direct imaging surveys of hun-
dreds of targets can tell us about many aspects of exoplanet forma-
tion and evolution, including: the frequency of giant planets, brown
dwarfs and binary systems (e.g Montet et al. 2014; Lannier et al.
2016; Reggiani et al. 2016; Meyer et al. 2018; Baron et al. 2019; Ful-
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ton et al. 2021; Bonavita et al. 2021); the viability of disk and planet
formation models (e.g Janson et al. 2011, 2012; Rameau et al. 2013;
Vigan et al. 2017; Nielsen et al. 2019; Vigan et al. 2021), and orbital
dynamics of multi-planet systems (e.g Konopacky et al. 2016; Wang
et al. 2018; Nielsen et al. 2020). Successfully discovering new giant
planets and brown dwarfs that are suitable targets for these kind of
studies requires a solid understanding of where to look: which host
stars to target and what contrasts and sensitivities are necessary. To
know this in turn requires a firm understanding of the underlying
populations of planets

The first direct imaging surveys targeting large samples of stars
were informed by planet populations derived from radial velocity
results. Radial velocity surveys generally target a different part of
parameter space to direct imaging, being most sensitive to high mass
planets close to their host stars. Early studies of the first populations
of objects discovered via radial velocity found that the planet oc-
currence rate was best fit by a rising power law in mass and orbital
period (e.g. Cumming et al. 2008). Due to the lack of giant planet
detections at wider separations, these fits had to be extrapolated to
inform direct imaging surveys. The number of planets was predicted
to continue to increase with wider separations, implying that sur-
veys targeting this parameter space would report many giant planet
detections. Many of this generation of direct imaging surveys (e.g
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2 S.C. Dubber et al.

Desidera et al. 2015; Chauvin et al. 2015; Biller et al. 2013, among
others) ultimately reported null or fewer than expected detections,
raising questions about the true underlying planet population. These
results began to confirm what was suspected prior to the surveys:
there are far fewer planets at wide separations than the original RV
power law extension predicts.

Despite this, the most recent large direct imaging surveys,
SPHERE SHINE (Chauvin et al. 2017) and Gemini GPIES (Mac-
intosh et al. 2015; Nielsen et al. 2019) have each reported a handful
of new detections, with detected planets and brown dwarfs covering
a range of masses and separations (e.g. 51 Eri b, Macintosh et al.
2015; HIP 65426b, Chauvin et al. 2017; PDS 70b, Keppler et al.
2018). We can use these results, in combination with the myriad of
detections made using other methods, to begin to inform the next
generation of surveys. When the latest large-scale imaging surveys
were first designed, the extension of the distribution of RV-detected
planets to predict survey yields remained the only available assump-
tion, with many planets expected at wide separations. New studies
(e.g Fernandes et al. 2019; Fulton et al. 2021) have in fact found a
turn-over in giant planet frequency between ∼2 and 4 AU, with gi-
ant planets appearing scarce at wide separations. In particular, Ful-
ton et al. (2021) find giant planet occurrences consistent with initial
occurrence results from GPIES (Nielsen et al. 2019), implying that
these may be the most accurate results to date for informing new
imaging surveys. These state-of-the-art investigations show that un-
derstanding and correctly using the predictions for where we might
find planets should be a key consideration when designing a survey.
It is also clear that combining results from a variety of exoplanet
detection techniques is crucial when deriving population statistics,
as this allows us to study the demographics of host stars and exo-
planets with dramatically different properties (such as planet mass,
separation and stellar spectral type). For example, studies such as
Meyer et al. (2018) have shown that microlensing detections, which
probe primarily very low-mass planets around low-mass primaries,
offer a unique addition to the sample. Making use of all of available
detection techniques vastly improves the range of planet properties
included in a dataset.

In this paper, we consider optimal survey designs for the upcom-
ing Enhanced Resolution Imager and Spectrograph (ERIS; Davies
et al. 2018) at the Very Large Telescope (VLT). ERIS was designed
as a dual replacement/upgrade of SINFONI (Eisenhauer et al. 2003;
Bonnet et al. 2004) and NACO (Rousset et al. 2003; Lenzen et al.
1998), which have been providing near-IR adaptive optics (AO) ca-
pability on the VLT for over a decade. Composed of the SPIFFIER
spectrograph and the NIX imager, ERIS will be a key instrument for
the next generation of large-scale direct imaging surveys. NIX is a
near- and mid-IR AO enabled imager, with a grating vector apodised
phase plate (gvAPP) coronagraph (Otten et al. 2017; Boehle et al.
2018; Kenworthy et al. 2018), which operates from 2-5µm. It is
equipped with two detectors, offering 24"x24" and 53"x53" fields
of view, with pixel scales of 13 mas pix−1 and 27 mas pix−1 (with
the former being comparable in resolution to SPHERE (11"x12.5",
12.25 mas pix−1) , but with a much larger field of view). NIX will be
complementary to observations undertaken with SPHERE and GPI
(which operate in the near-IR): L− and M−band follow up can be
combined with J,H,K detections to better distinguish between equi-
librium and non-equilibrium chemistry models. Additionally, older,
cooler planets and brown dwarf companions have typically been de-
tected in the longer wavelength L-band (e.g Vigan et al. 2015; Stone
et al. 2018; Launhardt et al. 2020), which is also very competitive
for detecting young protoplanets still embedded in circumplanetary
material (e.g Reggiani et al. 2014; Keppler et al. 2018; Launhardt

et al. 2020; Jorquera et al. 2021) that is very bright at wavelengths
longer than 3µm (e.g Eisner 2015; Szulágyi et al. 2019).

We designed the K-peak filter, a 6% width custom filter at 2.2µm,
specifically for the detection of YPMOs via their ‘spectral shape’.
The K-peak filter has been installed in the NIX imager, and can be
used with the coronagraphic capabilities of the instrument for near-
IR imaging. The design of our custom filter was informed by the
spectral shape of very low mass objects in the K-band, which is sig-
nificantly different to the spectral shape of earlier type objects in the
same wavelength range. By using a specific combination of filters
(K-peak, IB2.42 and H2-cont), we can trace the spectral shape of
an object, and use the calculated colours to begin to characterise an
observed object.

Candidate companions detected in the course of large direct imag-
ing surveys require multiple observations over several epochs for
confirmation, as it must be shown that the candidate companion
shares common proper motion and is actually bound to the target
star, as opposed to being a background interloper. This significantly
increases the amount of telescope time necessary to fully complete
a direct imaging survey and makes it difficult to confirm compan-
ions around stars with very low proper motions. Additionally, the
most crowded fields located in the Galactic plane can often have
hundreds of candidate companions identified around a single host
star (e.g. Vigan et al. 2021). Again, refuting or confirming each of
these based on their proper motion could be very observationally
intensive. An alternative option, obtaining spectroscopy for every
candidate to check for an appropriate young planetary mass object
(YPMO) spectrum as opposed to a background M star, is similarly
unrealistic in scope.

The custom K-peak filter and spectral shape technique offer an op-
tion for drastically narrowing the number of candidate companions
of interest in each field without proper motion follow-up, by provid-
ing crucial diagnostic information that can be used to approximately
classify a candidate companion as a bonafide very low mass object
or a background contaminant. Follow-up observations can then con-
firm this initial characterisation. Previous surveys have used a simi-
lar approach, with specific combinations of photometric filters used
to aid characterisation: the SPHERE SHINE survey makes use of
narrowband filters optimised to detect methane features (e.g. Bon-
nefoy et al. 2018). Our technique builds on the same ideas, and in
many cases could be used in combination with photometry from pre-
vious surveys to allow more robust characterisation than previously
possible.

We expect that our custom K-peak filter and spectral shape tech-
nique could be used to carry out a large survey for planetary-mass
companions. As previous surveys have demonstrated, careful target
selection is crucial to maximise resulting yields. We can learn from
the model assumptions and target selection criteria of the SHINE and
GPIES surveys, and also from the wealth of survey data that has been
published since. This paper covers the design and target selection
process for such a future survey. In Section 2, we demonstrate the
need for the spectral shape technique, by examining archival data.
In Section 3, we discuss the design of the custom K-peak filter and
show the diagnostic capabilities of the spectral shape technique. In
Section 4, we present multiple survey design options, and in Section
5 we weigh the advantages and disadvantages of each observational
approach, using the latest planet population models.

MNRAS 000, 1–18 (2022)



An ERIS/NIX imaging survey 3

2 PREVIOUS SURVEYS AND THE PROPER MOTION
PROBLEM

2.1 Previous Surveys and Archival Imaging Coverage

When planning a new survey of any kind, one must consider the
previous archival coverage of various regions, and which have been
most frequently targeted. There are two arguments to be made here.
Firstly, archival imaging data can be extremely useful for increasing
the observational baseline for a specific object. As a result, targeting
regions that have been routinely observed in the past can actually
prove very useful for confirming candidates. Secondly however, one
should consider the likely remaining yield in a region if it has al-
ready been observed many times. It is highly unlikely that the most
extensively surveyed have no planetary companions left to be dis-
covered, but equally, the likelihood of discovering something new is
somewhat reduced, as most remaining companions are likely below
our current mass sensitivity.

Large-scale direct imaging surveys have been underway for the
last two decades. As such, the scope of archival imaging data is
broad. In this work, when considering possible observational ap-
proaches for a survey using NIX, we will focus primarily on star-
forming regions and nearby young moving groups as example tar-
gets. Young, nearby moving groups are youthful associations of
stars, usually no more than a couple of hundred parsecs from the sun.
Young star-forming regions are similar in many respects, usually
further away but generally youthful - the distinguishing factor be-
ing that they contain signs of very recent or ongoing star-formation
(such as nebulosity and high-mass OB stars). Youth is a key selec-
tion criteria in direct imaging surveys that operate in the infrared
(IR), as directly imaged planets cool and dim with age: it is easi-
est to detect them when they are young and at their brightest. There
has been an historic favouring of some regions over others: the ear-
liest imaging surveys all targeted the closest stars (e.g Chauvin et al.
2003; Masciadri et al. 2005; Biller et al. 2007, among others), due to
the limited instrumental capabilities. These were followed by many
thorough surveys of nearby young moving groups (e.g Chauvin et al.
2010; Biller et al. 2013; Brandt et al. 2014), and there was generally
far less focus on more distant star-forming regions. In this work, we
will consider both moving groups and star-forming regions as po-
tential targets for NIX.

In Section 4, we will present results for possible surveys of
the Upper Scorpius star forming region. Upper Scorpius is a
representative example of star-forming regions that we could image
with NIX. Part of the Scorpius-Centaurus Association (the closest
OB association to the sun), it is located at 145 pc (De Bruijne et al.
1997), and is thought to have an age of 5-10 Myr (Pecaut et al. 2012;
Pecaut & Mamajek 2016; David et al. 2019). It is the youngest of
the three subgroups of Scorpius Centaurus (comprised of Upper
Scorpius, Upper Centaurus–Lupus and Lower Centaurus–Crux)
and is thought to contain ∼ 2500 members, 75% of which have
masses . 0.6 M� (Preibisch & Mamajek 2008). The low mass
population in Upper Scorpius has been well explored in recent
years, with the mass function below the stellar/substellar limit
reasonably well-defined (Luhman & Esplin 2020). Many other
star forming regions would be similarly suitable targets for a NIX
survey, including Ophiuchus (∼130 pc; Ortiz-León et al. 2018;
Cánovas et al. 2019), Chamaeleon (∼180–200 pc; Voirin et al. 2018;
Roccatagliata et al. 2018) and Lupus (∼150–200 pc; Comerón
2008; Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018).

To obtain a list of likely Upper Scorpius members and their prop-
erties, we used the compilation presented in Luhman et al. (2018),

who reviewed the previous member lists in the literature and also
obtained new spectroscopic observations to characterise hundreds of
Upper Scorpius members. Starting from this list, we applied a mag-
nitude cut based on the predicted performance of the NIX imager.
According to a preliminary version of the ERIS manual, the limiting
magnitude in R-band (the wavelength of operation for the wavefront
sensing system) will be approximately 14 mags. We used a cautious
lower limit of R=12 to allow for all degrees of observational con-
ditions. We cross-matched the Upper Scorpius member list with the
USNO-B all-sky catalogue (Monet et al. 2003), as every member
has a corresponding R−band magnitude from this survey. Due to
the use of photographic plates in the USNO-B survey, the average
photometric accuracy is 0.3 mag. We applied the R=12 to the Up-
per Scorpius member list, leaving us with a sample of 141 targets
suitable for NIX observations.

Additionally, we will consider two moving groups as potential
NIX targets in this work, TW Hya and β Pictoris. A recent sum-
mary of young moving groups is given in Gagné et al. (2018), who
detail compilations of members identified using GAIA-Tycho data
(Høg et al. 2000; Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016b,a). For specific
member lists, we used the more recent work of Carter et al. (2021),
who present detailed compilations of the β Pictoris and TW Hya
moving groups, based on Gagné et al. (2018). As discussed in detail
in Carter et al. (2021), these moving groups are ideal targets for a
general direct-imaging survey. β Pictoris is located at ≈ 35 pc from
the sun, and has an estimated age of 24±3 Myr (Bell et al. 2015).
The closest young group to the sun, it is an optimal target for an
NIX survey: the young age corresponds to very bright young giant
planets and brown dwarfs, reducing the contrast required for suc-
cessful observations, and the close distance allows for detections of
companions at closer separations to their target stars, a variable dic-
tated entirely by the inner working angle of the instrument. Further-
more, moving groups in general have better defined age estimates
than unassociated nearby stars, allowing for more precise mass es-
timates of detected companions. The second young moving group
that we use as an example for NIX is the TW Hya association (Kast-
ner et al. 1997; Gagné et al. 2018). It is located at a slightly larger
distance than β Pictoris, at ≈ 60 pc, but is younger with an esti-
mated age of 10±3 Myr (Bell et al. 2015). Consequently, TW Hya
presents the same observational advantages as β Pictoris for a direct-
imaging survey: being even younger, we expect lower mass planets
to have sufficient luminosities for detection (due to their more recent
formation), although at slightly larger separations due to the larger
distance to TW Hya. While we focus on these two moving groups
in this work, many others, including Octans, Columba and Carina
(Gagné et al. 2018), would be similarly suitable for a NIX survey.

Using these three target lists, we investigated the scope of archival
imaging data. We first queried the ESO and Gemini archives looking
for SHINE and GPIES data, respectively. We then broadened the
ESO archive search to look for matches with any previous direct
imaging survey.

Figure 1 summarises the results of our archive search for SHINE
and GPIES data, highlighting which host stars in our target lists have
been observed previously. In Upper Scorpius, only 4.2% of objects
in our target list have SHINE observations, either published in the
F150 sample papers (Vigan et al. 2021; Desidera et al. 2021; Lan-
glois et al. 2021) or observed in the remainder of survey time. None
of the host stars in the list have been observed by GPIES. As ex-
pected, the coverage in the two moving groups is much higher. In
particular, 53% of objects in our β Pictoris compilation have SHINE
observations, and 27% have been targeted by GPIES. 33% of TW
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Figure 1. Left: G-magnitude vs Spectral Type for objects in the Upper Scorpius (hexagons), β Pictoris (stars) and TW Hya (squares) membership lists, colour-
coded based on archival imaging data. Objects with SPHERE/SHINE observations are highlighted in blue, objects with GPIES observations are highlighted in
purple, and objects previously targeted by both surveys are highlighted in green. Right: Time required between observations to measure an on-sky movement
of 50mas, as a function of distance to target star. Clustering of each region is identified by dashed boxes.

Hya objects have SHINE observations, and 10% have been observed
by GPIES.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of host stars in our samples in
magnitude-spectral type space. We plot G-band magnitude, as the
majority of stars have a detected magnitude in this filter, and colour-
code based on available archival observations (SHINE only, GPIES
only, both or neither). The shape of the markers also indicates the
membership of each object. In this distribution, we can see a clear
bias in the target selection of these large surveys. While they have
sampled a large range of spectral types, from early A to late M, the
focus has clearly been on the brightest stars in each region. This is
a consequence of instrument sensitivity and performance, and it is
likely that NIX will be able to target some of the fainter objects plot-
ted here (see Section 4). As mentioned previously, the emphasis of
surveys to date has been on young moving group stars: the majority
of Upper Scorpius targets points are unfilled.

Considering all archival image data that is presented in the ESO
archive (including all observations categorised as ‘imaging’, which
includes historic data that may not be high contrast or corona-
graphic), we see a similar overall picture. The Upper Scorpius tar-
gets have the lowest coverage in terms of archival data: but still at
the 64% level, meaning there could well be an existing long base-
line of observations for any stars that are targeted in the future. The
β Pictoris and TW Hya moving group targets have 92% and 100%
coverage in the ESO archive, respectively, again demonstrating the
bias towards moving group members in previous surveys.

Beyond the SHINE and GPIES surveys, state-of-the-art instru-
ments are currently being used for numerous, slightly smaller direct
imaging surveys (e.g Launhardt et al. 2020), often targeting specific
regions. Some of these have targeted Upper Scorpius, or the larger
Scorpius-Centaurus (Sco-Cen) region in which it sits. BEAST (Jan-

son et al. 2021), one such survey using SPHERE, is observing 85
B-type stars in Sco-Cen, 11 of which are located in Upper Scor-
pius. First results from this survey have proven successful, with 6
previously unknown stellar companions detected. Another ongoing
Sco-Cen SPHERE survey, YSES (Bohn et al. 2020a), aims to find
planetary companions to 70 K-type stars in Lower Centaurus Crux
(LCC). Two planetary systems have been discovered to date by the
ongoing survey (Bohn et al. 2020a,b, 2021). The current success of
surveys focused on Sco-Cen subgroups is a promising sign for a
future NIX survey of Upper Scorpius, and indicates that there are
likely many planetary companions still to be found.

The first large L′ surveys have also been undertaken in recent
years (& 100 targets), and can give us an insight into the potential
results of a NIX survey in L′. Stone et al. (2018) present the LEECH
survey, a large L′ survey that observed 98 nearby B–M type stars.
They report one new low-mass companion, and are also able to place
tight constraints of giant planet frequencies. The NACO-ISPY sur-
vey (Launhardt et al. 2020) is observing 200 young stars, selected
because they host debris or protoplanetary disks. Results from the
first 2.5 years of ISPY have been released, with multiple new low-
mass stellar companions reported (Cugno et al. 2019; Launhardt
et al. 2020), and imaging of multiple disks in L′ for the first time.
The process of target selection for this survey differs from how we
would approach a NIX L′ survey, but it demonstrates the potential of
L′ observations and the advantages of using longer wavelengths to
image giant planets. Following the same trend seen when looking at
most of the available archival data, there is no coverage of the targets
in our Upper Scorpius list by these two L′ surveys. There is also min-
imal coverage of the TW Hya and β Pictoris moving groups, likely
because the target choice in these cases is motivated by factors other
than proximity. These studies, along with earlier surveys targeting
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fewer host stars (e.g. Heinze et al. 2010, 54 nearby Sun-like stars),
demonstrate that longer-wavelength direct imaging surveys are just
as valuable as the more common J,H,K studies, and that instru-
ments such as NIX, that offer L′ capabilities, ought to be extensively
utilised.

2.2 Proper motion considerations

As discussed in Section 1, a major goal of the K-peak filter and spec-
tral shape technique is to provide the necessary information to facili-
tate rough characterisation of candidates from photometry alone, and
enable the efficient removal of obvious contaminant objects. This is
of particular importance for host star targets in field with low com-
mon proper motion. The right panel of Figure 1 demonstrates the
population of targets for which our technique could prove very use-
ful. Shown here is the distance to each host star target in the three
membership lists considered in this paper, plotted against the time
(in years) required between observations to confirm common proper
motion. This was calculated based on the total proper motion of each
star, and the assumption that a minimum of 50 mas of on-sky move-
ment would be required to confidently confirm or refute a candidate
companion. As expected, the different regions (located at distinct
distance ranges) are obvious from the clustering in the diagram (and
shown explicitly by the black dashed boxes). Again, the colour of
the markers indicates objects with SHINE or GPIES archival data.

Figure 1 directly demonstrates the difficulties with common
proper motion follow up. Previous surveys have tended to focus on
the closest young moving groups, which require a shorter time base-
line to confirm any candidate companions - this can clearly be seen
by the clustering of coloured points in the lower left of parameter
space. In crowded, distant fields where many candidate companions
are identified by current techniques and filter sets, follow-up sur-
veys could be lengthy if a baseline of 3 years is required between
observations. With the improved diagnostic capabilities of the K-
peak filter and spectral shape technique (see Section 3), we aim to
reject far more candidate companions using just first epoch photom-
etry. Increased confidence that the remaining candidates are objects
of interest for the survey, thus improving the likelihood of a high
overall yield, will make extremely long baseline follow-up a more
appealing option.

2.3 Crowded Fields

A final consideration when picking a region to target for a survey
is its position in the sky with respect to the Galactic plane, bulge
and other crowded areas. Figure 2 shows the sky positions of the
members of the three regions we consider in this work, with the
same colour coding as used in the previous section. The clustering
and small spatial extent of Upper Scorpius is clear here, due to its
large distance. The contrast between the moving group targets is also
striking - members of β Pictoris are located across the sky, whereas
TW Hya is more compact. A key detail to consider here is the lo-
cation of the Galactic plane in Figure 2 (Galactic latitudes ±15◦).
The low-resolution map covering these coordinates shows the source
density across a grid of lines of sight in the Galactic plane and bulge
(obtained using Simbad source counts), where yellow indicates the
regions with the highest source density, and purple the lowest. The
crowded bulge region is obvious around 0◦, and the source den-
sity elsewhere in the plane is comparatively low, but will still be
far higher than areas of sky outside the Galactic plane.

We can see that many possible Upper Scorpius targets overlap

with the upper Galactic plane, meaning any observations of host
stars would require imaging very crowded fields. Upper Scorpius tar-
gets that have been imaged by the SHINE campaign (blue hexagons)
lie outside the Galactic plane area, likely for this very reason. The
lack of follow-up characterisation of so many companions is ex-
plained by their location, all being in the center of the Galactic plane.
Furthermore, the Galactic bulge extends beyond the plane shown
here, and is far brighter and more densely crowded than any other
part of the sky - this further explains why the majority of Upper
Scorpius targets are lacking follow-up. By increasing our ability to
remove numerous contaminants with a single epoch of observations,
the spectral shape technique could be used to target Upper Scorpius
members that lie along the Galactic plane line-of-sight.

3 K-PEAK CUSTOM FILTER

3.1 Filter Motivation

In the previous sections, we have shown the difficulty in balancing
follow-up time with large numbers of unconfirmed candidates com-
panions from single-epoch photometry. This follow-up dilemma was
the motivation for designing the K-peak filter: can we optimise the
observing time required to determine the nature of a target? One an-
swer is to use a carefully chosen combination of photometric filters.
Using only photometry, we can calculate colours that contain infor-
mation about the type of object being observed, allowing approxi-
mate characterisation with single-epoch photometry. Past works (e.g
Najita et al. 2000; Allers & Liu 2020) have shown that custom photo-
metric filters can be used to greatly improve the confirmation rate of
photometrically selected candidate low mass brown dwarfs. In pre-
vious work (Allers & Liu 2020; Jose et al. 2020; Dubber et al. 2021),
we used a custom filter centred on the deep 1.45µm feature present
in YPMOs to distinguish between them and background sources. In
the 2-5µm range covered by NIX, such water features are far less
dominant, and there are strong telluric features across some of this
range that would make a similar ’water’ technique difficult to use.
Instead, we use the differing spectral shape in K-band of very low
mass brown dwarfs when compared to earlier spectral type stars.
This can be seen in the sample of spectra shown in Figure 3. By lo-
cating filters at key spectral points for defining the overall shape of
the spectra, the extracted colour information can be used for direct
characterisation. Also shown in Figure 3 are spectra of well-studied
brown dwarfs and exoplanets, discovered via direct imaging: 51 Eri
b (Macintosh et al. 2015), β Pictoris b (Lagrange et al. 2010), PSOJ-
318 (Liu et al. 2013), G196-3B (Rebolo et al. 1998) and HR 8799d
and e (Marois et al. 2008, 2010). References for the spectral data
plotted are detailed in the caption of Figure 3. These spectra demon-
strate the general variety in the spectral shapes of objects that have
been detected via direct imaging previously, but also the similar fea-
tures in the highlighted filter windows.

3.2 Filter Design and Diagnostic Properties

The choice of waveband was the first consideration when designing
the custom filter. The wavelength coverage of NIX (2-5µm) allows
either K- or L- band as the two possible options for a custom filter.
Objects of interest (YPMOs) tend to be brighter in L′ than K, but
the background level is also much higher, a crucial consideration for
imaging companions. Additionally, the spectra of objects tend to be
flatter and more featureless in L′ than K. Based on these factors, the
K-band was chosen as the optimal band for our NIX custom filter.
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Figure 2. Sky positions of Upper Scorpius, β Pictoris and TW Hya targets, projected onto a Galactic coordinate grid. Colour-coded based on archival imaging
data: objects with SPHERE/SHINE observations are highlighted in blue, objects with GPIES observations are highlighted in purple, and objects previously
targeted by both surveys are highlighted in green. The density of sources in the Galactic plane (±15◦) is also shown, with yellow corresponding to the highest
density of sources and purple to the lowest.

Next, we considered the question of width and positioning of
the filter. One certainty dictated by the design of the instrument is
that the coronagraph should not be used with wide filters. Doing so
would lead to spectra rather than point source images due to the high
spatial spread of the light. Consequently, we considered medium
width filters centred at different wavelengths in K-band, in combi-
nation with the standard H2-cont, IB2.42 and IB2.48 filters installed
in NIX. The H2-cont filter has a central wavelength of 2.07µm, and
a width of ∆λ /λ ≈ 3%. The IB2.42 filter has a central wavelength of
2.42µm, and a width of ≈ 2.5%.

The properties of our final custom filter, as well as the standard
IB2.42 and H2-cont filters, are shown in Figure 3. The left and
middle panels of Figure 3 also show a sequence of K-band spec-
tra, starting with background stars (K1-M5) and moving through to
ultracool brown dwarfs/ YPMOs (M7-T5). The variation in spec-
tral shape with spectral type is clear in this wavelength range, with
earlier spectral type objects having overall flatter spectra than the
late-M - mid-T objects, and a downward slope across the full K-
band. Later-type objects have complex spectral gradients and fea-
tures, echoed in the spectra of direct imaging detected planets and
brown dwarfs (right panel). This was the basis for the spectral shape
technique and custom filter design. Using two standard narrow fil-
ters also in the K-band, H2-cont and IB2.42 (highlighted in green
and purple in Figure 3), we considered different custom filter designs
that would allow us to calculate colours that trace the evolving shape
of the spectrum. To judge the effectiveness in distinguishing between
populations of each possible filter design, we plotted colour-colour
diagram for a range of possible colours and for a range of simulated
object spectra, with [custom] - IB2.42 vs H2-cont - IB2.42 in each

case. Through this iterative process, we chose the final custom filter
characteristics that best distinguished between late spectral type ob-
jects (planets and brown dwarfs) and reddened earlier spectral type
interlopers. Figure 4 shows the colour-colour diagram for the final
design.

Plotted in Figure 4 are three datasets: first, in a gradient of or-
ange squares, a sample of simulated stellar photometry with spectral
types encompassing the spectral types expected in the field, from
F0-M2. This population is reddened by AV = 0,5,10,15 and 20.
We used spectral standards with these spectral types taken from the
IRTF Spectral Library (Rayner et al. 2009), and performed synthetic
photometry on each reddened spectra in the K-peak, IB2.42 and H2-
cont filters. We fit a best fit line to this distribution, and show the 3σ

spread as dashed lines in Figure 4.

We then simulated a realistic background field population using
the Trilegal Galactic models (Girardi et al. 2012). This simulation
required a possible line-of-sight for the NIX survey. We chose β

Pictoris as the target line of sight, a stellar member of the β Pic-
toris moving group (Zuckerman et al. 2001; Gagné et al. 2018). We
simulated a field of 1×1 arcmin (the approximate field of view of
NIX), centred on RA = 86.8◦, Dec = -51.1◦. We used the Kroupa ini-
tial mass function (IMF) (Kroupa 2001), including binaries, which
results in a population of ∼26,000 objects along the β Pictoris line-
of-sight. Each model object returned by the Trilegal model has an as-
sociated effective temperature. We converted these to spectral types
using Mamajek’s ‘Modern Mean Dwarf Stellar Color and Effective
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Figure 3. Left and Center: Spectral sequence for K-T spectral templates, showing the change in the spectral shape across the K-band. The three filters used
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Temperature Sequence’ 1 (described in part in Pecaut & Mama-
jek 2013). With a spectral type for each model object, we could
then associate it to a spectral standard (using template with the same
spectral types from the IRTF spectral library), and perform synthetic
photometry in the three filters. The resulting population is plotted
as the coloured circles in Figure 4, with the colour bar showing the
spectral type of each object. As expected, objects with earlier spec-
tral types occupy the same position as the simplified field model de-
scribed above, but the Trilegal population also shows us the location
of field mid-M and L objects on the colour-colour diagram, which
are distinct from the earlier type objects.

The final population plotted on Figure 4 is a selection of young ex-
oplanet analogues. These range in spectral type from M5 - T5.5, and
are all free floating objects that have been spectroscopically char-
acterised. The sample of objects is described in detail in Bonnefoy
et al. (2018). Synthetic photometry was performed on the spectral
data in the same way as above, and the colour bar in Figure 4 again
corresponds to the spectral type of these targets.

We can see a clear distinction between the reddened, background
F0-M2 stars and the young exoplanet analogues on this colour-
colour diagram. The optimal custom filter design motivated by this:
the young exoplanet analogues that would be targets of a direct
imaging survey lie in a (mostly) unique part of this parameter space,

1 https: //www.pas.rochester.edu/ emamajek/EEM_dwarf_UBVIJHK_colors_Teff.txt,
accessed June 2021

with a clear colour offset when compared to the F0-M2 background
sequence. With this combination of filters, there is a still small
amount of cross-over in the parameter space covered by field-age
and young objects of the latest spectral types. Despite this, the K-
peak filter will allow us to obtain a better understanding of the spec-
tral type of many targets from the colours alone. Through simulated
photometry, we calculated that a colour offset measured to 0.1 mag
or better will be able to robustly distinguish young planetary-mass
object candidates from background contaminants. This photometric
precision should be very achievable with the NIX imager. As a re-
sult of this analysis, the final K-peak filter was manufactured with a
central wavelength of 2.2µm and a width of 6%.

4 POSSIBLE OBSERVING STRATEGIES

Our custom K-peak filter has the potential to be a powerful tool
for identifying very low-mass candidate objects in imaging data. In
this next section, we will demonstrate the capabilities of a NIX di-
rect imaging survey. We consider multiple survey approaches, and
discuss the potential performance of NIX in each case. We do not
present fully-formed survey designs, as instrument commissioning
is planned for 2022, and actual instrument performance will not be
known until after commissioning

We consider two categories of observational strategies: ‘targeted’
and ‘regional’ surveys. The targeted approaches we consider below
involve selecting specific host stars, based on prior knowledge of
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Figure 4. Colour-colour diagram for 3-filter spectral shape method. NIX
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Figure 5. J3 − J2 vs mJ3 colour-magnitude diagram. Young, late-type ex-
oplanet analogues (stars) are plotted, as well objects returned for Trilegal
Galactic model along the β Pictoris line-of-sight are plotted (circles), with
the point colour indicating the spectral type of each object. Representative
error bar from SHINE F150 shown in bottom left. The arrow plotted shows
the AV = 5 extinction vector.

possible companions from other survey data. Conversely, a regional
survey approach would target all host stars that meet certain selec-
tion criteria, and are members of a chosen region, such as a specific
moving group. We will discuss the pros and cons of each observa-
tional strategy in Section 5.

4.1 Targeted Surveys

4.1.1 Following up low-proper motion and crowded fields from the
SHINE survey

As discussed in Section 1, the first results from the ongoing
SPHERE SHINE direct imaging survey have recently been pub-
lished (Vigan et al. 2021; Langlois et al. 2021; Desidera et al. 2021).
In Langlois et al. (2021), candidate companions are identified us-
ing their proximity to their host star, and then plotted on colour-
magnitude diagrams using various combinations of SPHERE nar-
rowband filters. Where they lie in these colour magnitude diagrams
can be used as an indicator of whether they are a low-mass com-
panion to the imaged host star, or an interloping background con-
taminant. In Figure 5, we replicate one such colour-magnitude di-
agram using the J2, J3 dual filter. The two populations of objects
shown are those described in Section 3.2 and plotted on Figure 4:
an average distribution of contaminant background objects from the
Trilegal Galactic model of β Pictoris, and the group of young exo-
planet analogue objects described in Bonnefoy et al. (2018), which
have spectral types ranging from mid-M to mid-T. We can compare
Figure 5 directly to Figure 4 to assess the diagnostic capabilities of
the two filter sets, which both use the spectral shape of the targets to
characterise them.

In Figure 5, the background sequence lies on a well defined colour
locus. The exoplanet analogue population begins to merge with this
background sequence for the brightest objects, which includes some
mid-late young Ms. In general the young L- and T- type objects and
distinct from the background, with a few exceptions that might prove
difficult to characterise if poor conditions lead to large photometric
errors. A typical errorbar for the SHINE F150 sample is shown in
the bottom right. This was calculated by obtaining the measured J2
and J3 errors in the published catalogue of SHINE F150 observa-
tions (Langlois et al. 2021), and taking the peak values of the full
distributions of these errors. We then added these errors in quadra-
ture to find the overall J2-J3 error. It should be noted that this error
is likely an overestimation, as J2,J3 is a dual filter, with photometric
observations obtained simultaneously. If we consider these repre-
sentative errors for the young exoplanet analogues, we can see that
it may not be possible to robustly distinguish M-L type objects from
the background locus for some cases using only SPHERE photome-
try. Considering instead the colour-colour diagram shown in Figure
4, the distribution of exoplanet analogues is very spatially distinct
when compared to the F-M background sequence, even if large pho-
tometric errors are considered (3σ region indicated by dashed lines).
As in the SPHERE colour-magnitude diagram, there are regions of
overlap, but for populations of different ages rather than mixing of
early and late type objects.

The NIX spectral shape technique could be used to critically con-
firm or refute candidate companions found previously in other imag-
ing surveys, that are yet to be characterised. By considering the po-
sitions of targets in both the J2, J3 colour-magnitude diagram and
the NIX colour-colour diagram, we will be able to estimate spectral
types for previously observed objects with just further photometric
observations, rejecting background K-M stars and dramatically re-
ducing the intensiveness of follow-up time. Considering the simul-
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taneous operation of both SPHERE and ERIS at the VLT, following-
up SPHERE-observed objects with a different instrument may not
often be a sensible approach. However, as demonstrated in Section
2.2, the spectral shape technique could prove incredibly useful for
specific objects in fields with low proper motion. For targets with
first-epoch SPHERE observations in such fields (for example, more
distance star-forming regions such as Upper Scorpius that have been
targeted by SHINE), second-epoch observations with NIX could add
the additional photometric information required to loosely charac-
terise prior to spectroscopic or astrometric follow-up.

4.1.2 Confirming ∆µ selected candidates

Another possible observing strategy is to target host stars displaying
anomalous proper motion trends. Expansive astrometric catalogues
covering long time baselines allow us to examine the proper motions
of millions of stars (e.g Gaia Collaboration et al. 2021; Van Leeuwen
2007). Stars showing a discrepancy in proper motion between cat-
alogues can be an indication of a hidden perturber affecting their
motion, possibly a planetary companion. This technique facilitates
a more informed choice of host stars to target: when they would
usually be chosen based on mass, age, brightness etc, we can add
the additional information of the possible presence of a companion,
before any observations are undertaken. Multiple low mass compan-
ions have been detected using this method (e.g Kervella et al. 2019;
Currie et al. 2021).

COPAINS (Code for Orbital Parametrisation of Astrometrically
Inferred New Systems; Fontanive et al. 2019) is an innovative tool
developed to use this technique, and identify previously undiscov-
ered companions detectable via direct imaging, based on changes
in stellar proper motions across multiple astrometric catalogues. We
used COPAINS to estimate the range of systems that could be se-
lected for their proper motion anomalies and be detectable with
NIX (∆µ systems, where ∆µ is the difference between the instanta-
neous velocity of a target and its true barycentric motion). We con-
sider ∆µ measurements between long-term proper motions from the
Tycho-Gaia Astrometric Solution (TGAS; Michalik et al. 2015) sub-
set of the Gaia Data Release 1 catalogue (Gaia Collaboration et al.
2016a,b), and short-term measurements from Gaia EDR3 (Gaia Col-
laboration et al. 2021).

Figure 6 shows the results of ∆µ analyses from COPAINS for typ-
ical targets of a direct imaging survey: a 1-M� star in the β Pictoris
moving group (top), with a parallax of 50 mas (distance of 20 pc)
and proper motion of µα = 5 mas yr−1 and µδ = 80 mas yr−1, at an
age of 24±3 Myr (Bell et al. 2015), and a 1-M� star in the Hyades
stellar cluster (bottom), with a parallax of 21 mas (distance of 47 pc)
and proper motion of µα = 101 mas yr−1 and µδ =−28 mas yr−1, at
an age of 650 Myr (Lodieu et al. 2019). The left panels show the po-
sitions in the planet mass–semi-major axis space of companions that
would show a significant change in proper motion between TGAS
and Gaia EDR3, and would thus be selected with the COPAINS tool
(Fontanive et al. 2019). For each cell in the grid, 104 random or-
bits were generated, adopting a uniform eccentricity distribution and
drawing random inclinations and orbital phases, and the expected
difference in proper motion between these two catalogues was cal-
culated. The colourbar shows the fraction of these simulated systems
in each point in the grid that have a ∆µ significance of at least 3σ

between the TGAS and Gaia EDR3 catalogues, assuming combined
uncertainties of 0.1 mas/yr in the proper motions (e.g., Brandt 2021).
The middle panels show the completeness in direct imaging obser-
vations with NIX, using a predicted contrast curve. As NIX is yet
to be installed and commissioned on the VLT, there is no measured

contrast curve from this specific instrument that can be used. Instead,
we made use of the 3.9µm (L′-band) 5σ contrast curve presented in
Otten et al. (2017). This contrast curve describes the on-sky perfor-
mance of the vector apodising phase plate (vAPP, Snik et al. 2012;
Otten et al. 2014) coronagraph installed on MagAO/Clio2 (Close
et al. 2010, 2013; Sivanandam et al. 2006; Morzinski et al. 2014)
at the Magellan/Clay telescope. Similar in design to the NIX grat-
ing vector apodising phase plate (gvAPP) coronagraph, it is the most
up-to-date measured contrast curve suitable for synthetic NIX obser-
vations, before the installation of NIX on the VLT. As this contrast
curve is calculated for a specific L′-band wavelength, it was scaled
for use with the custom K-peak filter. The contrast actually achieved
with NIX is likely to be comparable or better than the measured Ma-
gAO contrast curve. Most likely, scaling this contrast curve for use
with the K-peak filter will be underestimating the contrast that will
be measured with NIX, meaning the predictions reported in this pa-
per are likely to be conservative. The predicted contrast curve was
then converted into a mass limit using the AMES Cond evolution-
ary models (Allard et al. 2001) for the VLT/NaCo Ks band, at the
adopted distance and age for our typical 1 M� β Pictoris moving
group and Hyades stars.

Using the same simulated systems as in the left panel of Figure
6, we calculated the projected separation that would be observed
at UT date 2023.0 for each companion, and checked whether it
was detectable given the sensitivity limit. The colourbar again in-
dicates the fraction of companions in each cell of the grid that falls
above the estimated contrast curve. The right panels show the sys-
tems which would be selected with COPAINS and that would be
detectable with ERIS, corresponding to the regions of high proba-
bilities in both the left and middle panels. For a β Pictoris star, this
combined optimal range corresponds to separations of ∼3−15 AU
with masses above∼7−10 MJup. For the Hyades, the slightly farther
distance and older age of the cluster results in a poorer sensitivity to
planetary-mass companions, especially on the imaging side, with a
combined optimal range at ∼10−30 AU for substellar companions
above ∼20−40 MJup. However, as mentioned above, the predicted
imaging contrast curve used here is likely to be rather pessimistic,
and the overall range of companions amenable to a selection process
like COPAINS is likely to extend to lower masses. We compare these
predicted performances to the other observing strategies in Section
5. We also note that given the strong dependence on the target’s dis-
tance in the overlapping regions of sensitivity between astrometric
analyses (affecting the limiting mass sensitivity) and imaging data
(affecting the probed inner working angle), young associations like
Upper Scorpius (145 pc; Preibisch & Mamajek 2008) are not yet
amenable to such informed selection methods to search for compan-
ions in the substellar regime.

4.2 Regional surveys

4.2.1 Young Star-forming regions

Next, we consider a survey approach that would focus on members
of young star-forming regions. Such regions can contain very young
stars, and the active star formation increases the possibility of ob-
serving planets and brown dwarfs either during or just after forma-
tion i.e at their brightest. As discussed in Section 2.1, star-forming
regions have typically been less favourable targets in previous imag-
ing surveys, primarily due to their distance and the resulting obser-
vational baseline required to confirm candidate companions via their
proper motion.

To analyse the suitability of stars within such a region for a NIX
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Figure 6. COPAINS simulation results for a 1 M� star in the β Pictoris moving group (top) and Hyades cluster (bottom). Left: simulated systems that would be
selected for observations by COPAINS, in planet mass–semi-major axis space. Colourbar shows fraction of systems at each grid point with ≥ 3σ -significance
∆µ between TGAS and Gaia EDR3. The peak of 0% astrometric detections at small separations corresponds to systems with orbital periods comparable to the
timescale of Gaia EDR3, which thus have∼null simulated ∆µ values. Centre: Completeness in direct imaging observations of the same simulated systems with
NIX. Colourbar shows the fraction companions in the drawn systems at each grid point that fall above the adopted sensitivity threshold for NIX for observations
in 2022. Right: Combined completeness of the ∆µ and imaging analyses from the left and middle panels. Colourbar shows the fraction of simulated companions
that were successfully selected with COPAINS and detected in NIX observations.

imaging survey, we can consider the sensitivity achievable for a
specific survey. Exo-DMC (Bonavita 2020) is the latest (and first
python) rendition of MESS (Multi-purpose Exoplanet Simulation
System, Bonavita et al. 2012), a Monte Carlo tool for the statisti-
cal analysis of direct imaging survey results. In a similar fashion to
its predecessors, the DMC combines information on the target stars
with the instrument detection limits to estimate the probability of de-
tection of a given synthetic planet population, ultimately generating
detection probability maps.

For each star in a supplied sample, the DMC produces a grid of
masses and physical separations of synthetic companions, then esti-
mates the probability of detection given the provided detection lim-
its. The default setup uses a flat distribution in log space for both the
mass and semi-major axis but, similar to its predecessors, the DMC
allows for a high level of flexibility in terms of possible assumptions

on the synthetic planet population to be used for the determination of
the detection probability. For each point in the mass/semi-major axis
grid the DMC generates a fixed number of sets of orbital parameters.
By default all the orbital parameters are uniformly distributed except
for the eccentricity, which is generated using a Gaussian eccentricity
distribution centred at µ = 0 with a width of σ = 0.3 (for positive
values of eccentricity), following the approach by Hogg et al. (2010)
(see Bonavita et al. 2013, for details). This allows for proper consid-
eration of the effects of projection when estimating the detection
probability using the contrast limits. The DMC in fact calculates the
projected separations corresponding to each orbital set for all the
values of the semi-major axis in the grid (see Bonavita et al. 2012,
for a detailed description of the method used for the projection). This
enables the estimation of the probability of each synthetic compan-
ion truly being in the instrument FoV and therefore being detected,
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Figure 7. Median sensitivity maps for Upper Scorpius. Left: results from Exo-DMC simulations for the NIX K-peak (top) and L′ (bottom) filters. Right:
comparable results for the SPHERE imager, using the same synthetic target list (bottom), and the real SHINE F150 Upper Scorpius targets (top). Colour
indicates the percentage of companions detected with the corresponding mass and semi major axis. The contour levels are indicated in the colour-bar.

given that the value of the mass is higher than the corresponding
limiting mass.

Figure 7 shows the results of the Exo-DMC simulations for the
Upper Scorpius star forming region. Upper Scorpius is an ideal tar-
get for the NIX imager. In Section 2.1, we described an Upper Scor-
pius member list derived from the compilation presented in Luhman
et al. (2018). We use this for the remainder of the Upper Scorpius
analysis, with the additional assumptions of a common age of 10
Myr (Pecaut & Mamajek 2016) and a common distance of 145 pc
(Preibisch & Mamajek 2008) for all Upper Scorpius members in our
final list (141 targets).

Figure 7 shows median-combined sensitivity plots for the K-peak
filter (top-left), the standard L′-band (bottom-left) and, for compar-
ison, SPHERE SHINE (right). Two results are shown for SPHERE
SHINE: a synthetic sensitivity map (bottom-right), created using the
target list above, and the SPHERE IFS J-band, and the sensitivity of
real IFS J-band observations of Upper Scorpius in the SHINE F150
sample (top-right, Vigan et al. 2021). Contour levels are indicated in
the colourbar, with the minimum contour being 0% in each case. In
the following analyses, we will consider the best-case mass depths
as dictated by the 10% contour.

The top- and bottom-left panels indicate that our NIX sensitiv-
ity is comparable in both filters for targets in Upper Scorpius, in
both cases suggesting we will be most sensitive to planets from ∼
30–100 AU, with the K-peak filter reaching masses of ∼1MJup, and
L′ likely able to detect less massive planets down to ∼0.5MJup, but
at typically wider separations. Comparing this to the sensitivity of
the SPHERE/SHINE IFS J-band (upper-right), we can clearly see
that the performance of NIX will be a improvement in a similar
part of semi major axis/mass parameter space. The NIX filters of-
fer a slightly narrower coverage in semi major axis, but far deeper
coverage in mass: NIX observations of the same targets in Upper
Scorpius would be sensitive down to ≈1MJup, whereas SPHERE is
generally most sensitive to planets >3MJup. The SHINE F150 sen-
sitivity map is, as expected, similar to the modelled map for the IFS
J-band - but suggests a better mass sensitivity for some of the semi-
major axis space covered. For the remaining regions we discuss in
the work, we will only present the real SHINE F150 sensitivities.
Despite these being derived from different target lists to the NIX re-
sults, they are a more meaningful comparison, as they demonstrate
the true, achieved sensitivities of the SHINE survey in each region.
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4.2.2 Young moving group members

As discussed in Section 2.1, large direct imaging surveys have of-
ten targeted samples of stars belonging to nearby young moving
groups, due to both their proximity and youth. Observations of mov-
ing groups dominate the archival catalogue of imaging data when
compared to the previously discussed star-forming regions for this
reason. In Section 2.1, we presented two lists of moving group mem-
bers, for the β Pictoris and TW Hya moving groups (Gagné et al.
2018; Carter et al. 2021). We will use these member lists for the
remainder of this analysis.

Exo-DMC simulations (as described above) were performed for
the compilation of β Pictoris members taken from Carter et al.
(2021), with results shown in Figure 8. The sensitivities for the in-
dividual stars were again median combined. The SPHERE sensitiv-
ities shown here are again the real results for β Pictoris members
observed in the SHINE F150 sample. For β Pictoris moving group
stars, the sensitivity in semi-major axis across the two NIX filters
is ∼5-50 AU, reaching closer into the target stars than observations
of Upper Scorpius (Figure 7). In terms of potential mass depth that
could be achieved by targeting stars in β Pictoris with NIX, plane-
tary companions with masses ∼1MJup could be detected in both the
K-peak and L′ filters. Comparing this predicted performance to the
actual performance of SHINE F150 IFS J-band in β Pictoris, we can
see that NIX will be sensitive to slightly less massive planets in both
filters, but at similar separations to those probed by SPHERE.

Figure 9 also shows the results from Exo-DMC simulations for the
TW Hya members taken from Carter et al. (2021). Comparing these
sensitivity maps to Figure 8, the performance of NIX and SPHERE
for the two moving groups is clearly very similar, as expected due
to their comparable ages and distances. There are some notable dis-
tinctions: the most sensitive area of parameter space is shifted to
slightly wider separations for TW Hya members when compared
to β Pictoris, because of its slightly increased distance. Addition-
ally, the minimum detectable mass in K-peak is higher in TW Hya,
reaching a depth of ∼2MJup, while the potential mass sensitivity in
L′ is essentially the same. Comparing the potential performance of
NIX to SPHERE for TW Hya, we again see a similar result in mass
sensitivity in the K-peak filter, and a considerable improvement for
observations using the longer wavelength L′ band.

Having extensively compared the predicted performance of NIX
to SPHERE, we are also interested in its potential when compared
to another future tool that will likely prove very successful in the
field of exoplanet science. In both Figures 8 and 9, we present a
fourth panel, which compares the sensitivity performances of NIX
and SPHERE for each moving group to the upcoming James Webb
Space Telescope (JWST; Gardner et al. 2006). The instrument cho-
sen for comparison is the Near-InfraRed Camera (NIRCam; Rieke
et al. 2005), which has a similar long-wavelength capability (0.6–
5µm) and angular resolution as NIX. Although not primarily de-
signed as a coronagraphic imaging instrument, NIRCam will regard-
less be used for giant planet coronagraphic imaging, and the F356W
filter is directly comparable to the NIX L′-band.

In the bottom-right panels of Figures 8 and 9, we present median
sensitivity maps for β Pictoris and TW Hya in the NIRCam F356W
filter. These use the results of Carter et al. (2021), who simulate the
mass sensitivity limits of JWST coronagraphy for four NIRCam and
MIRI filters. Carter et al. (2021) use the MASK335R round coron-
agraphic mask for all of their simulations. For both moving groups,
NIRCam F356W is most sensitive to planets at wider separations
that the NIX or SPHERE results, reaching the lowest depth in mass
(approximately 1MJup) from ∼100 AU onwards.

5 DISCUSSION

5.1 Merits of each survey approach

In this work, we have presented four possible approaches for a fu-
ture large-scale imaging survey with ERIS NIX. The focus of the
design of these options was to maximise the unique capabilities of
the custom K-peak filter and the long wavelength options of NIX. In
summary, these survey approaches are:

(i) Obtaining second epoch observations of stars with uncon-
firmed candidate companions in low proper motion fields that were
previously observed in the SPHERE SHINE campaign. Combining
NIX data with existing SPHERE photometry could provide the addi-
tional information necessary to characterise and confirm (or refute)
previously identified candidates.

(ii) Using the COPAINS tool to choose imaging targets based on
∆µ trends between different astrometric surveys. The spectral shape
technique would be useful for characterisation, and the target list
would be informed by COPAINS results.

(iii) A survey of nearby young star forming regions. This ap-
proach is similar to what has been done by previous collaborations -
using a target list informed by likely membership of a region, which
itself is chosen using distance and age. The unique aspect of such
a survey with NIX is that the custom K-peak filter can rule out sig-
nificant numbers of background interlopers without the necessity of
time-consuming proper-motion followup observations, opening up
the possibility of surveying more distant star forming regions that
have been relatively neglected. Additionally, the deep sensitivity of
L′ will likely prove very useful in extending our sensitivity to con-
siderably lower planet masses in such regions, and allow for studies
of protoplanets in circumstellar disks.

(iv) A survey of young moving group stars. As with the above
approach, this option is similar to past surveys, as young moving
groups have been extensively targeted by direct imaging . Here, the
custom K-peak filter is less uniquely useful, since proper motion
follow up is not as time intensive. Instead, the long wavelength ca-
pabilities of NIX could lead to new detections in unexplored parts of
parameter space.

It is clear that the K-peak filter is specifically useful for most of
the survey designs that we have explored in this paper, and also that
the L′ capability of NIX will be extremely valuable. Figure 10 com-
pares the regions of semi-major axis/ planet-mass space probed by
three of the approaches discussed above. In this Figure we show the
sensitivities of each approach in either K-peak only, or K-peak and
L′. We also plot a catalogue of known companions, including any
planets and brown dwarfs with constrained planet masses and semi-
major axes that are labelled as direct imaging detections2.

First, we consider the planet mass–semi-major axis sensitivity
predicted by the COPAINS simulations, for a typical β Pictoris mov-
ing group star. In Section 4.1.2, we presented a sensitivity map gen-
erated using an approximate contrast curve for K-peak (K-peak re-
sults in Figure 10 are indicated by a cross-hatched shading). This
showed that the highest probability region for selection by CO-
PAINS and detection by NIX is 3–15 AU and 7–100 MJup (the high-
est mass considered), highlighted in lime green in Figure 10. The
planets we would be sensitive to using target selection informed by
COPAINS for the nearby β Pictoris moving group populate the clos-
est semi-major axes of any of the survey approaches considered here,
and reach into an area of parameter space where very few planets

2 Taken from exoplanet.eu
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Figure 8. Median sensitivity maps for the β Pictoris moving group. Left: results from Exo-DMC simulations for the NIX K-peak (top) and L′ (bottom) filters.
Right: β Pictoris sensitivity results using real SHINE F150 targets (top) and simulated JWST F356W results (bottom Carter et al. 2021). Colour indicates the
percentage of companions detected with the corresponding mass and semi major axis. The contour levels are indicated in the colour-bar.

have thus-far been discovered via direct imaging. Furthermore, with
all subsequent GAIA data releases, the sensitivity of this technique
will continue to improve. Comparing the mass sensitivity predicted
by COPAINS derived using Gaia DR2 vs eDR3, we already see an
improvement of a few Jupiter masses when using the latest data re-
lease. However, it should be noted that the remaining yield from
targeting 1-M� stars at ∼20 pc in β Pictoris is likely low, due to the
small number of these stars in this moving group, and the frequency
with which they have already been observed. A region with reason-
ably similar properties that has been less favoured historically would
be a good alternative target.

Next, we consider targeting young, nearby star forming regions,
or young moving group stars. We explored Upper Scorpius as a
possible star-forming region to target with a direct imaging survey.
Exo-DMC simulation results for Upper Scorpius indicate compa-
rable sensitivity in K-peak and L′ - with the most sensitive region
being for planets between 20–80 AU for K-peak and 30–180 AU in
L′. The K-peak and L′ sensitivities are highlighted in Figure 10. In
K-peak we reach planet masses of &1MJup, but the predicted perfor-
mance in L′ is extremely encouraging, suggesting that masses down
to ∼0.5MJup could be reached - the deepest mass limit of any of the

survey approaches considered in this work. It should be noted that
∼0.5MJup is the lowest mass covered by the evolutionary models
used in Exo-DMC, and as a result impose an artificial mass cut-off.

We also ran simulations of observations for two possible mov-
ing group targets: β Pictoris (multiple lines of sight, compared to a
singular target for the ∆µ analysis in Section 4.1.2) and TW Hya,
as discussed in Section 4.2.2. We present the regions of high de-
tection probability for the TW Hya moving group in Figure 10, to
allow comparison between a moving group target and a young star
forming region. Here we can see that the K-peak sensitivity (again
indicated by the cross-hatched area), probes closer semi-major axes
than the results for Upper Scorpius (8–30 AU), but does not reach as
deep in mass, with the minimum likely detectable mass ≈2 MJup. In
contrast, the result for L′ sensitivity for TW Hya moving group stars
are very similar to the performance predicted for Upper Scorpius
targets, again reaching a minimum detectable mass of ∼0.5MJup. A
survey approach using the L′ filter to survey TW Hya, or both K-
peak and L′ to explore Upper Scorpius, would likely be sensitive to
companions with masses <2 MJup, where very few directly-imaged
planets have been discovered to date.

The conclusions that we can draw from Figure 10 are three-fold:

MNRAS 000, 1–18 (2022)
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Figure 9. Median sensitivity maps for the TW Hya moving group. Left: results from Exo-DMC simulations for the NIX K-peak (top) and L′ (bottom) filters.
Right: TW Hya sensitivity results using real SHINE F150 targets (top) and simulated JWST F356W results (bottom Carter et al. 2021). Colour indicates the
percentage of companions detected with the corresponding mass and semi major axis. The contour levels are indicated in the colour-bar.

first, independent of the survey approach chosen, NIX will be the
most sensitive to both areas of parameter space where many plan-
ets have been directly imaged previously, and areas where little is
known about the true direct imaging planet population. Secondly,
using the COPAINS tool to inform a target list could allow us to
probe a sparsely populated region of parameter space, with planetary
companions close to their host stars. Thirdly, targeting more distant
star-forming regions in general will likely lead to better depth in
planet-mass than observing nearby young moving group stars, with
the notable exception of an L′-specific survey of a nearby young
moving group.

5.2 Planet Populations

In the previous section, we investigated the potential performance
of a NIX survey, using the current population of direct-imaging dis-
covered planets as a guide for what we might find. This approach
does not give us the full picture: as we show in Figure 10, survey
detection space is limited by instrument design and performance.
Consequently, the planets that have been discovered to date do not
represent the distribution of planets as a whole. To understand the

full distribution of planets in the semi-major axis-planet mass pa-
rameter space, we must use planet population models.

As discussed in Section 1, our understanding of the underlying
planet population has evolved dramatically in recent years. Prior to
the publication of recent results from the latest generation of surveys
(Nielsen et al. 2019; Vigan et al. 2021; Desidera et al. 2021; Langlois
et al. 2021), direct imaging searches were informed by predicted de-
tection yields derived from the distribution of radial velocity plan-
ets. Studies such as Cumming et al. (2008) found that the detected
radial velocity planets (typically at .3 AU) followed a rising power
law in mass and orbital period, thus predicting many giant planets
at wide separations from their host stars. Many direct imaging sur-
veys (including Lafrenière et al. 2007; Heinze et al. 2010; Macintosh
et al. 2014) were planned and interpreted using this assumption, as it
was the best available at the time. Lower than expected yields from
many such surveys confirmed suspicions that simply extending the
RV power law did not accurately describe the giant planet population
at wide separations.

We now have a better understanding of where we expect to find
planets in a direct imaging survey. Fernandes et al. (2019) published
a ground breaking study, using planets discovered by the Kepler tele-
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Figure 10. Planet mass vs semi-major axis. Plotted are planets and brown dwarfs detected using direct imaging (exoplanet.eu). Colour-coding of points indicates
members of young moving groups (blue) or star forming regions (orange). Rectangular regions show the possible sensitivities for each survey approach. Cross-
hatched areas indicate NIX simulations using the K-peak filter, areas with no fill are NIX simulations using the L′ filter.

scope and radial velocity instruments (Mayor et al. 2011) to derive
a turn-over in planet occurrence rates at 2–3 AU. This model agreed
with data from previous surveys (e.g Bowler 2016; Galicher et al.
2016), suggesting that giant planets on wide orbits were rarer than
previously thought. However, the occurrence of planets beyond 3
AU was not well constrained by this study, as RV and transit data
doesn’t typically extend to long enough orbital periods to cover these
separations. Meyer et al. (2018) considered the planets hosted by
M-dwarf stars, and generated a fit to the population between 0.07
and 400 AU. They did this by using different datasets for different
separations, including microlensing detections for 0.5-10 AU (Cas-
san et al. 2012), and direct imaging detections for separations > 10
AU. Using a variety of datasets from different detection methods en-
abled them to optimise a log-normal function which best describes
the data, and find a peak in planet frequency around M-dwarfs at
2.8 AU. However, the limitations of each detection technique must
be considered: e.g. as microlensing targets primarily low-mass host
stars, this technique could not easily be expanded beyond only M-
dwarf stars.

Fulton et al. (2021) recently published a study of the planet popu-
lation using data from the California Legacy Survey (Rosenthal et al.
2021), which has been observing the same sample of 719 nearby
stars stars for ∼30 years. These stars range in spectral type from
F-M stars, a much broader scope than those considered by Meyer
et al. (2018). The long observational baseline provided by this set
of observations allowed them to place tight constraints on the giant
planet occurrence rate, finding a turnover at ∼3.6 AU, and a well
constrained downward slope out to ∼10 AU.

Figure 11 uses the planet populations predicted by Fulton et al.
(2021) to assess the sensitivity of a NIX survey targeting the two
young moving groups discussed here (β Pictoris and TW Hya, left
and right panels, respectively) in the context of the predicted dis-

tribution of planets across the full parameter space. The distribu-
tion plotted as blue squares are the planets predicted by the Fulton
et al. (2021) planet population between 0.1MJup ≤ MP ≤ 100MJup
and 0.1AU≤ a ≤ 1000AU. Overlayed are the detection maps for β

Pictoris (left) and TW Hya (right) in the NIX L′-band and JWST
F356W filter, taken from the plots shown in Figures 8 and 9. The
labelled contours indicate varying levels of sensitivities.

As we discussed in Section 4, Figure 11 demonstrates that in the
L-band wavelength range, NIRCam and NIX will be sensitive to es-
sentially the same planet star separations, but NIX will be able to go
deeper in mass at closer planet-star separations for both β Pictoris
and TW Hya. Based on the results of Fulton et al. (2021), neither in-
strument is likely to be sampling the peak of the planet populations
(at around 4AU) in L-band, but NIX will push closer to the peak for
all planet masses considered here around stars in β Pictoris. Regard-
less of the exact location of the peak of the distribution, there are
many objects predicted in the tail of wider separation objects that
both NIX and NIRCam will be sensitive to in L-band.

6 CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the first details of a custom 2.2µm filter, the
K−peak filter, that will be available on the NIX imager on the VLT.
We aim to use this custom filter, and the spectral shape technique, to
optimise a direct imaging survey for giant planets and brown dwarfs.
We have also described four possible survey approaches, that aim to
optimise survey yield and follow-up time requirements. The main
takeaways from this analysis of observing strategies are:

• NIX could be used to provide second epoch observations for
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Figure 11. Instrument sensitivity comparison with a modelled planet population. Blue squares show the distribution of planets returned by the model described
in Fulton et al. (2021). In each panel, yellow/green overlay shows the sensitive area of parameter space for each instrument and region. Left: results for a survey
β Pictoris. Right: results for a survey of TW Hya. In both cases, using: NIX L′ (top) and NIRCam F356W (bottom, limits from Carter et al. 2021)

some of the remaining candidates left at the end of the SPHERE
SHINE survey.
• A survey informed by anomalous proper motion trends using

the K-peak filter could prove fruitful in exploring the small projected
separation part of parameter space.
• A survey targeting a young star forming region, such as Upper

Scorpius, will likely result in a higher yield than a survey focusing
on young moving groups. Firstly, moving groups have already been
extensively surveyed, and for the two examples considered in this
work the likely NIX contrasts are not better than those achieved by
SPHERE. Secondly, we reach better mass sensitivity for star form-
ing regions with NIX than SPHERE, and with the K-peak filter, we
are less dependent on common proper motion confirmation follow-
up to confirm (or reject) candidate companions.

Once on-sky, NIX will be a competitive instrument for direct
imaging surveys. By considering possible observing strategies in
advance, we aim to identify the optimal approach to maximise ob-
serving time efficiency and survey yield. The numerous large scale
imaging surveys that have been completed to date or are currently
underway are invaluable when planning future observations, as are
analyses of planet populations. We aim to use the wealth of knowl-
edge from recent years of direct imaging research to design a suc-
cessful survey that will optimise both the detection and confirmation
of candidate exoplanet companions.
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